Psychology Short
Course 089 - Secrets
Secrets: A Summary of those things taught
to Ruling Class children, early in life
If you were born into a Ruling Class family, you
already know all of this, and if your parents are
Professionals (in the Controlling Class), you
know some of this, depending upon their Social
Rank. All others, who are not Ruling Class nor
Controlling Class Professionals are in the
Slave Class, so this will be new to you. In the
February 1 edition, I went into some of these
secrets in my article called "Cops Fabricate
Evidence", and I repeat that here, but also go
into many other secrets of Social Class, the
News Media, Society, Elections, and the
Educational System. The secrets above all
this are called "Government Secrets" and "Top
Secret" and "Cosmos", none of which can be
revealed without going to prison, so I cannot
cover all sorts of secrets, only those that I can
legally write about.
Society has a lot of secrets. The term
"Religious Secrets" refers to controlling
people via placing DNA (usually blood or
semen) into everybody's food. This enables a
type of hypnosis called Gnosis. It is also a
religious secret that ministers do not believe in
God, heaven, hell, Satan, or a Life Hereafter.
They know better. Those things are for you
sheep to believe. Also part of the Religious
Secrets is that there are secret underground
conspiracy groups, called Cabals, millions of
them, and they run all hospitals, governments,
courts, churches, corporations, etc. The Cabals
are the Conspiracy Groups that collect blood
and semen from their members, and take it to
the food manufacturing businesses that they
own. Often these Conspiracy Groups kill police
who get in the way, and even District
Attorneys. This is nothing new, and has been
this way for thousands of years. Religious
Beliefs are caused by eating the food that has
been inseminated, allowing the religious
leaders hypnotic control over those who eat it.
Other drugs are also used in all food sold, such
as Rohypnol and flouride. • The term "Military
Secrets" refers to the fact that there are many
other planets with intelligent life, and none of

those beings considers a human intelligent,
just another animal. Also in the Military
Secrets is the fact that there are dozens of
control drugs, the names of which are Top
Secret, added to all food to make people work
hard, shut up, and obey. The military adds a
lot of drugs to its chow for soldiers, too,
because they handle weapons and so need to
be thoroughly brainwashed and obedient.
Unfortunately, the Military adds so much
control-dope to the military chow that soldiers
often commit suicide as a result. • The term
"Bar Secrets" refers to the ONE political party,
a secret organization, that controls all of the
other political parties in English-speaking
countries plus Mexico, and the news media. It
is called The Bar of London, and it licenses
attorneys and operates our "Justice" System.
Justice is a word meaning that the wealthy
have their way, and for everybody else, too
bad. It is derived from the phrase "Just This",
indicating presentation of only those facts
which support the Bar objectives, and the
suppression of the truth and all other evidence.
A very small percentage of people understand
how the system really works.
Bar Secrets: To know the bigger Secrets of
The Bar, you must either be a judge, top
experienced criminal lawyer, or have been
victimized yourself. When a judge's son rapes
and kills a little girl, someone else is proven
guilty. That is how our system works, or fails to
work. Detectives, expert witnesses, evidence
processors, the police, prosecutors, and other
folks plus lots of money go up against some
poor accused person, who has no expert
witnesses, no private investigator, and a lawyer
with no experience. That's fair, right? To make
matters worse, evidence is intentionally
tampered with to get a conviction. I was a
Police Detective for 8 years, and so I know.
Welcome to Reality. There are a small number
of persons, maybe 5%, who were innocent yet
convicted because of flaws within the system.
Most get convicted because of intentional
misconduct within the system. I now continue
with other Secrets, that are not a part of this
previous article:
Social Class Secrets: There are 3 social
classes, often called the Upper, Middle, and
Lower Classes, but they are really the Ruling

Class
(billionaires),
Controlling
Class
(Professionals) and the Slave Class (everyone
else). All class rank is inherited, not earned,
and class changes are rare. The Ruling Class
gives good jobs with high wages to the
Professional
or Controlling Class, plus
Spirituality privileges (their blood and semen in
everyone's food) in return for their keeping the
Slave Class under control, dominated, kept
busy, and working hard to make more money
for the Ruling Class. Been this way for
thousands of years.
News Media Secrets: One form of control
exercised by the Controlling Class is the News
Media, consisting of television news,
newspapers, radio, movies, and now even
things like Facebook. These media are used
to keep people busy, wandering around
wasting time, amused, minding their own
business, and out of touch with reality. Each
major city has a meeting about 1 PM every day
of all the news media, usually at one of its
television stations, where the group decides
which 95% of the news will be kept secret, and
which 5% will be broadcast and written about.
I have been at many such a meeting. We will
tell you about Beyonce's new dress, and the
Royal Family's pet frog, but not about
scandals, corruption, and political secrets. To
know what is really going on, you need to be in
on this meeting, or know someone who is.
Societal Secrets: Basic control over society is
accomplished by two things, housing and
employment. These are the things that
allowed racism to flourish for centuries prior to
the 1960's. Even today, people are never told
that when they fill out an employment, loan, or
housing application, it will be compared against
all of the other forms they ever filled out in their
lifetime, even the confidential government
ones, and that this information will be shared
with anyone who is on the "inside" of the Cabal
and Bar-Mafia system. The persons who will
be deciding who gets the job, loan, or housing,
work for the Godfather, who runs the Secret
Police of the Cabals. This is nothing new.
There are also two lists, maintained by the
Freemasons ever since the pyramids were
being built in Egypt, called the DNE List and
the DNH List. The initials stand for "Do Not
Employ" and for "Do Not House". Much of

our present homeless can trace their
homelessness to being on either one of these
lists. The lists are used to blackball anyone
who dares speak up about the wealthy
mistreating everyone else, and in some case
anyone even knowing about any of this.
Intelligent and/or well-educated homeless need
to stay well-hidden and extremely secret or we
get put onto one or both of these lists, because
we are not "supposed" to exist. Of the 30 to 50
persons who contribute to the San Diego
Homeless News, I am the only one who can
be identified without being black-balled for life.
Electoral Secrets: The Ancient Greeks
invented Democracy, where everyone got a
vote and was told that their participation in
government decisions was through their
elected representatives. The elected officials
were then used as Public Relations persons for
the government, helping to explain why taxes
will be higher and wages lower. Elections
usually involved a tyrant that the wealthy liked,
running against a populist, likeable liberal.
Most everyone voted for the liberal, but the
government counted the votes, saying their
tyrant won. People were supposed to think
"Maybe my fellow voters see something that I
don't." The Commoners never knew that the
elections were rigged, and so they obeyed the
person that "they" elected. These processes
continue today, where our news media are
essential at making up all sorts of nonsense
about
elections.
Educational Secrets: Most things worth
knowing cannot be proven. When you go to
college, you learn that what you learned in high
school was all wrong. Then, you go to
Graduate School and learn that what you
learned in college was all wrong, too. Finally,
you get a Ph.D., and society gives you two
choices: You can do government studies that
"prove" whatever the government wants to be
believed is true, or you can wash dishes and
park cars the rest of your life. When
governments and corporations pay millions of
dollars to universities to prove things true or
false, they had better get their money´s worth.
Professors are paid to create "studies" to
"prove" things, that look good, and convince

not only the public, but also college students.
A huge amount is not true at all, just bought
and paid for. Global Warming is a good
example, where the universities shout that we
are all gonna die, so fork over a few million
dollars for this essential research. Anyone who
cannot be fired, demoted, or have their pension
siezed can tell you why. John Coleman, who
founded The Weather Channel, will tell you
that our climate is just going back to normal,
the way it has always been, save for the past
few thousand years. We human apes are
curious, and want proof that our beliefs are
reasonable. In the end, we welcome having
our heads filled with bullshit. The more of a lie
that something is, the more "proof" is required
to sell it as true. Most things that are true
cannot be proven, or no one wants, nor will
accept, any proof. Children cause divorces.
Marriage itself causes divorces. Suicide is
usually a good thing for the person doing it.
We don´t want to know any of these things.
Only the Ph.D. folks know some of this stuff
for sure, and our paradigm for dealing with
the
real
truth
is
at
www.NZ9F.com/intelligence.
Other Secrets: There are many more, such
as government secrets, Top Secrets, and even
above that such as things classified Cosmos,
the inter-planetary secrets, but you go to prison
for writing about these things.

Secrets 089 Continued
Part 2 - Things taught to
young Ruling Class kids
Advanced Bar Secrets: Whatever you tell
your lawyer, even secretly, MUST be shared
with the judge and all other lawyers in the
case. You knew that, right? • Also, most jails
and prisons are at least 80% innocent people.
Many of them are nasty scoundrels, however.
It is just the crime they were convicted of that
they did not commit. They may have
committed many other crimes that could not be
proven. Or, not. All 80%+ are scapegoats for
wealthy persons or corporations that
committed crimes and needed that covered

up. Often these are property crimes. I was a
scapegoat for the Heating and Air Conditioning
Industry, which in the early 1980's was
pressing elderly people to get a new furnace
and central air, lending them the money to do
that, and then foreclosing on their homes when
they couldn't pay. I was convicted of that, too.
Did I ever do that? I was one of the FEW who
did NOT. I was the media distraction,
somebody to blame. The biggest perpetrator
of this form of Elderly Abuse was NBC-RCATrane (Chevron-General Electric), which I did
work for as a salesman (employee) in San
Diego in the late 1970's. They wanted me to
sell systems and "write paper" financing them.
I quit as unethical. At my own heating and air
conditioning
company
in
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, 3 years later, they used their NBC
News to make it look like I was doing their
scam, which I was not. That is how jails and
prisons get filled with innocent guys like
myself. Small world. A subsidiary of the major
news media commits a crime, and covers it up
by convicting an innocent small businessman.

Secrets 089: Continued
Part 3: College course on things
taught young Ruling Class children:
The Medical Secrets
1.) Medical schools do not admit students on a
basis of ability, but rather Social Rank. Certain
college students in pre-med classes have the
test answers in advance, for example. To get
into a medical school, petition the Godfather
who controls them and make a deal. If
somebody is in the hospital and the Godfather
wants them "whacked", you use your skills as a
doctor to do that, and make sure nobody
knows it was murder. This means that the
Mafia does not need street hit-men with guns,
as that is rather messy. They can just wait
until somebody enters a hospital. Over 90% of
all hospital deaths are intentional. You knew
that, right?
Doctors rank very high in the Bar, as Knights,
and get personal use of cocaine and unlimited

Spirituality privileges. They give a blood
sample every day that is taken to the hospital
kitchen. Been that way ever since the first
hospital.
Nowadays, medical school students will admit
that the Mafia runs the medical schools. You
are safest with a physician trained outside the
U.S. When business is slow, hospitals cause
patients
to
develop
diseases
and
complications, to stay busy, treating the
problems they created. Profits first, patients
second.
2.) Everyone in society eventually becomes
mentally ill from all the human blood and
semen added to all foods that you can buy in a
supermarket, and even more blood and semen
added by restaurants. To counter this, you
either need to work with food yourself, and
insert your DNA into the food eaten by many
people (such as working as a cook or
bartender) or you need to make friends with
someone who handles food. You can also pay
money to a Cabal to do this for you.
Eating too much DNA first makes you tend
towards alcoholism, drug abuse, and difficulty
concentrating (ADD, Attention Deficit Disorder),
with additional problems with sleep, memory,
and organizational skills. Eventually you
become "All Spermed-Out", and then even
"Spaced Out", finally becoming Bipolar, and if
not treated, Schizophrenic.
3.) Another medical secret is that antibiotics
are used by the wealthy and families of doctors
a lot, but prescribed only sparingly for poor and
ordinary people. There are millions of harmful
bacteria not even discovered yet. They may
cause MS (Multiple Sclerosis) and even
Leukemia.
4.)
All viruses were created in war
laboratories, originally, millions or even billions
of years ago, as weapons of war. The
societies that created them, going back trillions
of years in our 350 billion universes are usually
no longer alive. Viruses mutate to other
disease forms and species, and ALL Intelligent
Life Forms have develped complete immunity
to all viruses. Viruses only plague mere

animals, not intelligent life, and so are not
considered a major threat. They are how nonintelligent societies like humans wipe out
civilizations they are at war with, including
being at war with their own people.
5.) Most other nations allow people from all
Social Classes to become Physicians, and the
governments pay for medical school. In the
U.S., it is assumed that having poor folks know
too much is bad for Mafia control. Any doctor
ranks high enough to cause intentional deaths
without prosecution. Physicians are Knights of
the Bar, and hold the same rank as Judges,
Bishops, Mayors, and Godfathers. All of these
can kill without being prosecuted.

Secrets 089: Continued
Part 4: College course on things taught young
Ruling Class children: Medical Secrets,
Continued. Circumcision, Abortion, Military
Drugs.

One of the absolute worst medical procedures
fraudulently stated to have benefit is the
circumcision of males. A staple of Judaism for
centuries, the cutting off of the tip of the male
penis eliminates the primary nerve endings
used in sex. The semi-castrated male can
then
never
achieve
complete
sexual
satisfaction, only orgasm, due to the nerves to
accomplish further satisfaction having been cut
off. It is not analogous to the removal of the
female clitoris, done (in history) by many
Native American tribes to baby girls, but is akin
to the removal of the female g-spot. All partial
castrations, be they Jewish or Native
American, go back to trying to interest citizens
in hard work instead of sex. Often the altered
citizens find drugs, alcohol, overeating, or even
murder, instead of finding hard work, as a
substitute for the complete sexual satisfaction
they will never get. Men who are circumcised
usually also develop Erectile Dysfunction later
in life, often not treatable with ED drugs, which
breaks up families and relationships.
Circumcision is thought to play a role in 20% of
all male suicides, and it does permit both anal
sex and rape, which may otherwise be too
painful, as the foreskin is very sensitive.

Abortion: Herbs to cause a woman to get unpregnant easily have been around for
thousands of years and kept secret. This topic
is covered in the May 1 Edition of the San
Diego Homeless News, under “News Media
News”. The news media have helped keep
this
a
secret.
http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/SDHNma
y1.116120402.pdf Page 7, left column, bottom.

Also see www.NZ9F.com/Abortion.
Military Control Drugs exist, used in a lot of
food, especially that given to the military as
chow. Agencies that feed the poor often have
deals with the military to give “Spirituality”
privileges to officers (meaning their blood and
semen in the food given to the poor) in return
for being supplied RH-7 and M-48J,
substances used by the military to force
conformity of beliefs, obedience, similar. The
actual names of these drugs have been
changed, to avoid violation of OSA, the Official
Secrets Act. They were developed in Israel in
the 1960’s, and joined the insecticide Fluoride,
also in use at that time. For more on Fluoride,
http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/
SDHNregFeb1.30104700.pdf, Page 9, left
column.
Source: Secret seminary books, Milwaukee
Free University Truth Project.

